<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>AELFE/LSP PANELS</th>
<th>TAPP/VE PANELS</th>
<th>AELFE/LSP PANELS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 11.40 to 12.10 | Introduction by chairs: Young people doing good research  
Judith BORRAS  
Balbina MONCADA-COMAS  
Pascal ZONG  
On-site hybrid | LSP teacher education and training in Europe: From TRAILs to LSP-TEOC.Pro  
Ana BOCANEGRA-VALLE  
Mª Dolores PEREA-BARBERÁ  
On-site hybrid | Accommodating the syllabus: disabilities in the English for Health Sciences classroom  
Begoña BELLÉS-FORTUÑO  
Ana-Isabel MARTÍNEZ-HERNÁNDEZ  
On-site hybrid | (In)coherencia entre las versiones lingüísticas de los reglamentos europeos y la repercusión jurídica de su aplicación  
Maria FONT-MAS  
On-site hybrid | Self and Cultural Others: Attending to Cultural Dimensions Through Project-Based Virtual Exchanges  
Alice GRUBER  
On-site hybrid |
| 12.10 to 12.40 | Transition into university L2 learning. Issues experienced by L2 beginner students in Australia  
Giuseppe D’ORAZZI  
On-site hybrid | EMI versus ESP: The impact on students’ language proficiency development  
Kornelija ČAKARUN  
Branka DRLJAČA MARGIĆ  
On-site hybrid | Compounds in Mechanical Engineering Texts  
Vesna CIGAN  
On-site hybrid | Translating the principles of good governance: in search of accountability in Spanish and German  
Ruth BREEZE  
On-site hybrid | The Global Virtual Teams Project: The Power of the Task Design in a Multidisciplinary Virtual Exchange  
Jana ZVERINOVA  
On-site hybrid | Technicality of vocabulary and role relationship in multilingual health information websites  
Amy Dara HOCHBERG  
On-site hybrid |
| 12.40 to 12.50 | Break                                                 |                                                   |                                                      |                                                      |                                                      |
| 12.50 to 13.20 | Pre-editing for language simplification in neural machine translated emergency communication: an error-based human evaluation approach in Italian-English  
Alberto PASQUETTO  
On-site hybrid | Analysis of linguistic mediation in the English classroom from the teacher’s perspective  
Miguel FERNÁNDEZ ÁLVAREZ  
Silvia GARCÍA HERNÁNDEZ  
On-site hybrid | Do Translation Trainees Translate Stance Markers Adequately? The Case of Arabic-English Undergraduates  
Dr. Mona SALEM  
On-site hybrid | Teaching EU law in undergraduate translation courses  
Marco NEVES  
On-site hybrid | Multidimensional approach to research and study LSP Phraseology  
Belén LÓPEZ ARROYO  
On-site hybrid | Health professionals’ translation preferences and expectations on biomedical translation  
Susana VALDEZ  
On-site hybrid |